one bracket to the next higher, the rates in the lave do
apply. Each actually does burden taxpayers . And each,
especially those which are marginal for the leaders of the
economy, influences personal and business decisions.
6. Inequities among Taxpayers in Essentially
Similar Circumstance s
Because of "special provisions," some of which are
touched upon elsewhere in this study, the Federal ta x
system fails to impose equal burdens on all taxpayer s
in apparauly similar situations . This inequality is frequently said to be unfair . Not all taxpayers have equa l
= opportunity in practice to take advantage of rite special
provisions. Though the most familiar za involve income taxes, other taxes, especially those on gifts an d
estates, produce significant differentials.
A few of these tax differentials are benefits or hardships which Congress never intended . Most result from
_ provisions that were designed to produce certain effects _
In cases of the latter type an important question mus t
_ be raised from time to time. Do the non-revenue purposes which are actually -produced justify the dilierratials in tax burdens?
The inequalities do not usually arise out of different
classifications of persons —no specified groups of persons are exempt from tax, nor, except as the result o f
intone splitting, are specified groups of persons subject
to special rates. Moreover, unlike some countries, the
United States-does not rest its ihoome tax on the princi

pie of differeetiation by r-ource of income . Thus invest
nent, business, and labor income in the United States
are all taxed at the same statutory rates . Hovkvver,
numerous provisions governing capital gains, deductions, exclusions, etc., do create situations in which taxpayers in much the same economic circumstances ge t
sigoibcawdy different tax treatment_ The great increas e
in tax rates has altered profoundly the practical significance of specific features of the tax stru%:tum.
7. Summary
Space limits do not permit discussion of other charac teristics of the Federal tax system. For most purposes,
however, those just described are of greatest importance .
(1) The system imposes heavy burdens. (2) The laws and
regulations, especially those taxing incomes, estates, and
gifts, have become increasingly complex . (3) Yields ar e
unstable over the cycle and rise automatically with, bu t
at a more rapid rate than, national income. (4) The
revenue system exerts a stabilizing effect on the economy
but one which slows down economic expansion befor e
full employment is reached. The major taxes, those on
income, bear relatively heavily upon income whic h
would be saved and thereby become available for in vestment. The tax system favors some types of inves t
meet over others, with results which may well hurt,
rather than benefit, the national interest. (5) The total
Federal tax burden is progressive, sharply so in the income ranges over about $10,000 ; the highest rates do
actually apply . 'ti) Special provisions have unequal effects on taxpayers in about the same circumstances .
Some-of the results are sometimes unfair.
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11 . CRITERIA FOR TAX -REVISION
Most complaints about the tax system could be removed to a large degree by reduction in tax rates .
A rate cut would reduce total burdens . It would also [rake the "special provisions," the so-called
"loopholes," of less practical importance . The most effective tax "reform" possible would be achieved b y
reducing tax rates.
While recognizing this fact, a clearer understanding is needed of principles by which proposals fo r
tax change can be judged. What principles should guide efforts to revise the tax system? What are the
goals to seek?
A. REVENUE ADEQUACY

_

The Federal tax system must raise huge amounts of
revenue. Top .y for an adequate national defense, for
other services needed or to which the nation is eommitted, and for still others which the public will approve
even though the need is debatable — for all these, the
revenue required will inevitably be large. Failur%: to raise
enough could jeopardize the public welfare by leading
to the curtailment of truly valuable programs or by inviting deficit financing at times when a deficit would
tend to be inflationary . Moreover, if the national debt
is to be reduced, revenue must exceed spending, on the
average, over the years . Nevertheless, in the post-war
period —one marked by a more than doubling of th e
dollar amount of net national product — the budget has
had a deficit in two out of every three years . Despite
the fact that budget receipts are now mc .e than $50
billion a year higher than in 1947, Federal debt has
grown by over $40 billion since 1947.

= The Federal tax system, though perhaps not adequate
for meeting expenses in many years may still, in a sense,
raise too much revenue. Whenever money seems likely
_ .: to be available, more spending will probably be authorized. The benefits from the expenditure may be
=
worth less than what the taxpayers could get uith the
money if they were free to spend-it themselves . In such- -=
B.

-

cases the plentitude of revenue leads to waste — perpaps not so much in the form of inefficient execution of
a program as in the decision to do something of only
slight value for the general welfare . Waste of this type
seems hard to identify with enough clarity to convince
the public. And when a spending program has bee n
established or expanded, abandoning or curtailing it
proves difficult to the point of impossibility. Federal
domestic spending, including social security and high ways but not defense and foreign aid, rose from $26
billion in 1947 to an estimated $62 billion in 1963 .
The tax system may yield too much revenue in anutlter sense. The agtotmt drawn off from the private income stream may be so large as to act as a depressant
on business in general when the economy is suffering
from the waste of idle productive capacity . The "right '
amount of revenue, therefore, is not easily determined.
The long-run goal for tax revenues should be to balanc e
the budget . Deficits in periods of recession, and surpluses in periods of prosperity may not necessarily
balance. But as a policy objective such offsetting is desirable. The tax structure, and the total load made
necessary by expenditures, must then be adapted t o
prevent the tax system-from acting as a depressant o n
the-economy -

-

_

_
.'

FAIRNESS AND EQUITY IN 7HE_DISTRIBUTION OF TAX BURDENS

All taxes eventually fall upon people, and some must
sus . Every taxpayer shall be treated according to lega l
pay more than others. What guides or principles, then,
rules which apply equally to all taxpayers in the same
shall be used to decide upon the unequal sharing? If
class. Fairness requires that there be no prejudice ,
there is one criterion which will appear in any answer to
whether by accident or design, in the application or administration of the law.
this question, it is "fairness ." Here, beyond dispute, is
a goal of cardinal importance where the distribution o f
taxes is concerned. Difficulty arises, however, in trying =
2 . "Equal treatment of equals" — horizontal equity
to define "equity," "justice," and "fairness" as , theyic . .tc,o a principle which will be generally accepted fo r
apply to the sharing of the costs of government."
~cy,hat ing taxes and tax systems . Attempts to define
-'-equal treatment" and "equals" lead to debate whic h
1 . On one aspect of equity there will be a cone ;.ranges from quibbling about details to serious discussio n
11 Benefit received from government as a basis for determining
of just what is truly relevant . Nevertheless, the searc h
fairness in sharing taxes has relatively _httie,txxenusl applica
for consensus mast never be abandoned . TexPayers are
tion at the f=ederal level .
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justifiably aroused when they discover that they pay
higher taxes than others who appear to be similarl y
situated .
3 . Difficult questions also arise which involve vertical
equiv. Flow much of what differences will warrant how
much difference in tax? There is little consensus in an-

swering this question, but the unequal treatment of tax payers must rest on reasonable, not capricious, bases .
There is wide acceptance of the view that a fair sharing of tax burdens is one which reflects "ability to pay ."
This concept, however, is about as unclear as "fairness :"
It is now usually identified with the idea that the ta x
systen: should be progressive.
Nevertheless, proportional taxes take more fro m
large than from small incomes. What basis is them for
deciding how much more in taxes it is fair to demand

from the family with an income of $10,000 than from
the almost similarly situated family with $9,800 or th e
very differently situated family with $8,000 or $12,000 ?
Supporters of progression as a device for getting fai r
discrimination may disagree strongly on the fairness o f
a given set of rates_ When does steep rate progressiQv .
become unfair?
Serious inequity can grow out of the unequal taxation
of people who by general agreement ought to be taxed
unequally. The actual inequality may exceed—or fall
short of—what is fair.
Today, the inequality in the taxation of income from
additional effort ranges from zero to 91% . The recipients do have different economic positions. But do the
differences justify such great variations in tax? Th e
strong presumption must be against such heavy discrimination.

C. REDUCING OBSTACLES TO EFFICIENT OPERATION OF THE ECONOM Y
1 . Importance of the Market Economy
Over 85% of the total goods and services created in
this country are produced by privately owned businesses,
including individuals who work for themselves . Even
governments and non-profit organizations buy, and
sometimes sell, in the market economy . Obviously, the
natiods economic well-being depends predominantly
upon the efficiency with which individuals and businesses
carry on their affairs. This, in turn, depends heavily upon
the effectiveness of the market economy in attracting
productive resources and in putting them to use where
they can be most productive.

dustries, regions, occupations, methods of operation,
forms of organization, and so on .
Inevitably, however, taxes lead some individuals an d
some businesses to act differently from what would other wise seem to be in their best interests. If tax rates are low,
the sacrifice of what is essentially ones best interest to
save tax will rarely be worth while . But when tax rates
are high—and when the differences in the tax consequences of different actions are large—purely tax con siderations can be decisive. What is basically a less efficient alternative seems best when taxes are taken int o
account. Private benefit conflicts with tiro public welfar e
in two `vats• The taxes one person saves may have to b e
paid by others . Resources are not used as productively
as possible.

Long ago economists showed that human beings could
be counted upon to try to meet the needs of others if by
doing so they could benefit themselves. The way to get
production is to offer rewards . And, with some cxcep- - One objective of tax revision should be to minimize
tions, the way to get the right kind of production, turned
such losses for the economy as a whole. When there are
out most efficiently, is to insure the free and effective
choicer about tax changes, the presumption: is in favor
'play of competition, directed by the desire to earn profit
of the choice which will do the most to help the marke t
and : void loss .
-economy -operate more freely .
One basic function of government is to provide conditions in which people can buy and sell goods and serv3. Use of Tax Measures for Specifi c
ices in the market as freely and as effectively as possibl e
Economic Effects
—in producing for others and in -getting what others
produce.
Tax measures, of course, may be deliberately do
'signed to alter the operation of the market system. Th e
= 1. Keeping Allocation Distortions at a Minimum
hope is to restrict some activities, and by lowering ta x
barriers to stimulate other activities, in order to produc e
Efiiciercy in the alloc ;:ion of productive resources
= results that differ from those which would otherwise
(human and material)- is important in advancing the
ensue.
general welfare . Taxes affect resource allocation . The
general objective should be taxes which hinder as little
Such policies, however, call for cautious and eve n
as possible the efficient operation of free markets . As a
skeptiml appraisal . For one thing, they are expensive .
guiding principle, taxes should be neutral or impartial in
The favor granted goes to everyone in the group, whereas
their effects on resource allocation—among private_- inthe additional action may be relatively small . Some or
21
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much of what qualifies for the tax favor would have been
done in any case. The "cost" of the incremental accomplishment may be very high . Other reasons add to the
general presumption that tax laws are not the best instruments for seeking specific economic objectives . The
costs are not clear. Neither are the benefits, especially
those for the general public. Keeping up to date is exceptionaKy difficult. One provision leads to another for
which the case is not so persuasive.

puts" according to their relative scarcity and productivity.

Today, in fact, many features designed to promote
some activities, and to discourage others, can be foun d
in Federal tax law . Some of these provisions were
adopted when economic conditions were very differen t
from those of today. Their continuation may be inevitable, and it is eifficult to get rid of them even when the y
have largely served their purpose. An increase in their
number, however, is a matter for sharp scrutiny . For
some. such as those which would clearly help in meeting
the current balance-of-payments problem, the case may
have immediate merit. In general, however, tt a wises t
public policy seems to be to resist appeals to modify sit e
tax law as,a means of achieving specific objectives.

The broad public interest would be advanced by generally freeing business decisions from most tax considerations.' = Exceptions may appear if business as such
puts government to special costs — or receives specia l
benefits from expenditures . Examples at the Federal
level are rarely important.
-

4. "Business" as an Object of Taxatio n
Although "business" is a favorite object of taxation,
one can well ask, "Why tax business?" In this country ,
business is the major agency for organizing to produce —
for allocating productive capacity and its use today an d
for undertaking economic growth. Taxes are not likely
to help business serve efficiently in producing .
Broadly, the public interest calls for each busines s
(a) to turn out products or services which are wante d
more than something else, as reflected in freely mad e
consumer decisions expressed in the market or throug h
governmental agencies, and (b) to use methods whic h
economize on labor, materials, capital, and other "in -

However, taxes on business do not improve the
process by which consumers indicate their desires . Furthermore, business taxes do not help indicate to managers which inputs most need economWmg. A business
has an incentive to save on taxes. Unfortunately, methods adopted to cut the tax bill may not cause the business to operate more efficiently in the sense of less labor
-or fewer materials per unit of output .

5. Enlarging the Freedom of Choic e
Market freedom is a powerful instrument for preserving and enlarging freedom as conceived more broadly. The free market provides a maximum of decentralization of economic decisions . It tends to produce the
best allocation of economic resources for the myriad o f
demands and wants of individuals . Consequently, the
broad public well-being calls for tax changes whic h
would help the market operate with greater freedo m
from tax considerations.
Tax rates which are both high and unequal, an d
numerous differentials which affect different kinds o f
economic activities differently, reduce the freedom o f
choice . They thereby reduce the efficiency of the market system. The result is almost certain to be an imbalance in the sense of a pattern or composition of out put or jobs which is less satisfying to the public as a
whole than what would develop from a more neutra l
tax structure.

D. ENCOURAGING ECONOMIC GROWTH
Removing as fully as possible the tax obstacles t o
-et tcient operation of the market economy will in itsel f
aid growth . Perhaps there is little more which can an d
should be done by tax policy to improve the condition s
for long-run growth. Special provisions which seem desirable can bring unforeseen disappointments and ye t
be difficult to change, e .g., the use of very high tax rates
to discourage saving in the 1930's.
Economic growth is the result of many interrelate d
factors. Key elements can certainly be influenced b y
taxation — the accumulation of capital, the intensity
of incentive, the direction of skill (into research, for example), or investment (into domestic or foreign Odds,
for example) . Unfortunately, knowledge of t' balance
22

of importance of the factors determining growth is fa r
from satisfactory . There will remain honest doubt abou t
how far to go in directions which seem clearly desirable —about the kind of tax change which will ai d
growth .
The objective is important . But to what extent does _
achieving it require tax policies different from thos e
which will remove the obstacles to efficiency in the market economy ?
is The reduction in business taxes would presumably lead to a n
increase in taxes on individuals and the eby enlarge the influence
of taxes on personal decisions . To some extent production as
well as consumption would be involved . On the whole, however,
the tote) effect on the creation of income would doubtless b e
less than when "business" pays the same amount.

E.

_
=

SIMPLICITY AND EASE OF =ADMINISTRATION AND COMPLIANCE

Complications that require much head scratching .
record keeping that would not otherwise be needed, and
consultation with experts, these and other requirements
add to the taxpayer's burdens of compliance. Complexities also add to -the costs of tax administration and enforoement.
The costs to !he Treasury of Federal tax collection
are large _ about $500 million for fiscal 1963 : (not
counting costs of collecting customs duties) . When related to the amounts collected, the total may not seem
large — 0.5% — but only because collections are so tremendcas. Unquestionably tax revisions which reduce the gove.-nmenCs administrative costs are to be
favored over those which will add to the coats .
i Information on the cost to taxpayers of complying
with tax laws is sczrce. The total must be far greater
than the amount the government spends on administration .0 Businesses in paying their own taxes and in act t

=

-

An analysis of the coats to corporations of paying taxes i n
Canada shoaxd that for the 125 companies srrveyed, the cos t
, of paying their own taxes amounted to three quarters of I% of ,
the total am.Ant of taxes paid. Canadian Tax Foundation, - Th,
= Cows 51 Tax Compliance (by Marion H. Bryden) . p. 29.
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Among the often onerous, but usually unseen, costs
of complying with tax laws are some which result fro m
uncertainty. Business and personal decisions are held
up or modified because of doubt about the tax features.
Who can say how much the delays and the choices of
"second best" alternatives cost the economy? Uncer tainty can lead to another, an ugly, result . The taxpayer
can find himself at the mercy of an unscrupulous official .
Fortunately, abuses of this sort seem to be rare. One way
to keep them at a minimum is to make the law cleare r
and more certain; fewer opportunities for abuse can the n
arise.

SUMMARY

The considerations to be taken into account in modernizing the tax system are numerous, far from simple,
and not always easily reconciled. (1) The system should
:=bring at least, enough revenue to pay expenses, except
= in period- of recession, without burdening business so
heavily as to keep the economy below full employment .
<(2) The total tax burden ought to be distributed to meet
generally accepted concepts of fairness. To do so, it will

_

"

F.

ing as a withholding agent for government incur expenses
which are difficult to measure but which are certainl y
substantial . Individuals spend untold millions of dollars
— and endless hours of their "leisure" — in complying
with tax laws. Tax revision should seek to reduce these
burdens.

tax equally those who are similarly situated . It will vary
the burdens on those whose conditions differ, the differences in tax will be related reasonably — not arbitrarily, capriciously, or maliciously — to circumstance s
which occasion the differences in burden . (3) The tax
laws should be devised to keep at a minimum obstacle s
to the efficient operation of the economy . (4) Tax change s
ought to seek to reduce the costs of administration an d
compliance. (5) Tax provisions which are least likel y
to impede economic growth may well be preferred . (6)
Finally, as indicated at the opening of this chapter, the ' 'changes which will do most to help achieve most objet_ Lives are- .cuts, *high tax rates . -
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III . THE INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX
The individual income tax needs revision . Agreement on this point appears to be universal . There
is less agreement, however—in fact differences of opinion are extensive—about the character and the
extent of the changes which would best serve the public interest . _: This section examines the major
_ i considerations.
Although the individual income tax is a tax on people, it is also a tax on unincorporated businesses .
The owner of a one-man enterprise or the members of a partnership must pay tax on all of their share o f
the earnings of the business . The personal income tax, therefore, applies directly to businesses. It will
directly affect the decisions of their owners . The economy, in fact, has nearly 10 unine4_~rporated businesse s
(including farms) for each corporation . On tax returns for 1960 the net profit of unincorporated businesse s
plus earnings in the professions was greater than the total of dividends, interest, net capital gains, rents ,
royalties, pensions, and income from-trusts reported by all `axpayers.
-`

-_

A . THE RATE AND BRACKET STRUCTURE

_

The .ate and bracket structure can be examined from
two main points of view : equity and economic effects .
.-On both grounds there is good reason for substantial,-revision.
=
1 . The Rate Structure and Equity _
Rates
-

_

The present rate structure rises fmm 20% on the
first $2,000 of taxable income to -91 % on taxable income over $200,000 for single returns (x4,000 and
$400,000 respecti%ely for joint returns). It produces the
burdens shown in Table 6 . Obviously, the taxes on modcest incomes ate heavy . Eve* the single person earning
:only a few dollars a day pays tax at the rate of 20 ro
on all above about $13 a week!
Table 6

-

Burdens vary greatly . Are they fair? If a family wit h
a $5,000 income pays tax of-10% of its income, is i t
equitable for a famiiy with a $25,000 incame to be re
quired to pay 25%? Is it fair for a family receivin g
$100,000 to pay 52% — over five times the percentage
and 100 times the ddHar amount of the f- mily with
$5,000? Opinions will differ . There is no evident basis
for saying that such large differences are the most e4ui- table. Any argument to such effect could be matched by .
one equally well, or poorly, founded for establishing
that the differeaces are highly inequitable .

`I
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The progression in the United States at high incom e
levels is greater than in most other countries using a
personal income tax."' To appreciate the steepness of the
present rate structure, one must look at marginal rates
(those applicable -ta successive brackets of income )
_
(Table 7) .

The present rate structure was never justified by a
=
' reasoned calculation of the relative tax burdens at different income levels needed to meet the most widely
accepted standards of equity . The highest rates reflect
a "soak-the-rich" animus of the 1930's, a belief that large
Selecter1 .S96Z Levels of Net Income
rate increases on low incomes, needed to pay war costs,
,called for increases on the already high rates over $25 ,
000 or so, and to some extent a desire to put a limit o n
trereeat~N~
ra of
tatax
the size of after-tax incomes as a par of wartime wage
and profit controls. There was also an element not in$ ' 5,000
10.4
3 520
1,152
8,000
14.4
_
1,592
.10,000
15.9
'i{ Comparisons of income tax structures in various countries ar e
-15,000
2,895
19.3
exceedingly difficult . The-domestic purchasing powers of cur25,000
6,268
25.1
rencies may SPlfer appreciably from the official rates of ex change . Many details of the laws have significance whose meas 50,000
18,884
37.8
urement requires expert knowledge of the economies and so 51,912
100,000
51.9
cieties whose taxes are being compared. See L. Needleman, "The
80. 5
402,500
500,000
Burden of Taxation : An International Comparison," Economic
Review (London : National Institute of Economic and Social
(a) income after deduction but before exemption . No dividend credit
Research , M
arch, 1961) , pp. cc-61 if st at e tneome
'
taxes were
assumed,
taken
into ; account, the, "extra" weight of U . S. taxes would be "
source : computed from statutory rates.
greater.

=

Federal Individual Income Tax Liability and
Effective Rate of Tax on Net Income for a
Married Couple, Two Children
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Table 7
Federal IndiYidual Income Tax Rates

Selected Income Years, 1930-1962

_
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the dollar, as measured by the consumer price index ,
fell 46% from 1942 to 1962 . Thus, as shown in Section
I, although statutory rates and brackets have remained
essentially the same, inflation has changed the burde n
of the tax substantially . Inflation has provided the gwvernment with more revenue by raising automatically th e
tax rates which actually apply as money incomes hav e
gone up to offset inflation. Government has thus avoide d
the need for public debate about raising real tax rates. 16
If the rate structure adopted during_ the war seemed
equitable then, the present structure in its reoi sense
would have seemed inequitable for it is more severe.
Without agreeing that the 1942 rates were then reason ably related to acceptable concepts of fairness and justice
for wartime, one conclusion must receive general agree ment: On grounds of equity as among persons at different income levels, revision of the income tax should inelude a reduction of the degree of progression.
There are, of course, other reasons for such a revision though no solid, objective basis for a new rate
scale can be expected. For example, a rate structure rising to a top of 5096 would probably be much closer t o
most peoples' ideas of relative equity than anything
like the present. 17 Th:. 50% figure does have one rational justification as a top limit —it would mean tha t
" the indi:- 3ual will always have at least as much interest
in his marginal :iticom_e as will the tax collector .

Brackets
Rate revision should include a revision of the bracket
with rates, there is no clearly accepted ,
structure. l$ As
..
„
.certainly no scientific, basis for arriving at a more or
less ideal bracket structure. However ► some roe and
ready guides are available . Thus it seems logical that
wc.
there should be "a roughly similar differentiation of
(a)- and
before
1934, the satin net income waz subject to surtax. W 193 4
later beam rat intone less rersoaai exemptloft and reedits
trarginal rates over a range of income from $5,000 t o
-for dependents was subject to surtam hi this table. In 1929. the
tax rates net added to the surtax rates by Including, i n
`riormsl
410,000, for example, as over a range of income from
"taxable income" for normal tic the exemptions for a Marr a
chi
550,000 to $100,000 ."=' The need for simplicity lead s
=on half of thebauble !ncome annd then multip1 ed by two.
to the selection of figures in rounded thousands as brack(b) The maximum effective rate was 90% of net it sum in 1944 an d
_
87% of taxable income In 1962.
et limits . Suggestions for alternatives to the presen t
Source-. Treasury Department.
bracket structure to accompany alternative rate structunes have been made elsewhere. 20
accurately described as, accidentaf . 15
fhis result would not occur if tax rates were proportional.
With the important exception of income splitting, the
If
all
income were taxed at the same rate, say 2056, ins .eases i n
structure of taxable income brackets is -,tit! that of the
income received to offset the effects of inflation would all be
taxed at the same rate . The real burden of the tax would not
' ' Revenue Act of 1942, despite the fact that the value of
rise as it does when the additions to income are taxed at progres 14 "in 1932 . . . substantial a4ditional revenue had to tame ::om
sively higher rates .
"
She bottom-income brae cts,'becausa that is where the bulk of
Opinion sur_•eys have found, time and time again, that al~the income 4 . The lowest tax rate'was increased from I th to 4
thtwgh most of the public favors rate progression, they would ,
per cent, and the-question immedi3tely arose as to the appropnA f setting the rates,, provide a degree of progression above th e
ate taxrease in the top bracket, which had been 25 per cent .
middle brackets fm less severe than that in the present law.
This is the point in the history of our tax legislation where th e
If "political" considerations make large reduction in top rates
fetish of progressive taxation created confusion, bled the condifficult, the inequitable and distorting effects can be alleviate d
fusion led to what has thus far been an irreversible error in tax
by broadening brackets ; in the 1930s, for example, the top rates
z, policy . It was'"apps-ently thought that, since the bottom rat e
( over and 0,000 of did not become effective until $1,000,000
was increased by about I50 rer cent from 1'A to 4 per cent, the
° (over $2,000,000 of 1962 dollars) .
top rate should be increased by at least this same proportion. It
1 °Tax Foundation, Inc., The Federal Individual Income Tax .
was increased from 25 to 63 per cent, almos : exactly 150 per
Revising the Rate and Bracket Structure, Project Note, No. 44
cent. The error arose from looking at the increase inn, rates alone."
(New York : The Foundation, 1959), p. 17.
D. T. Smith, Federal Tax Reform (New York ; McGraw-Hill "
Book Company, inc., 1961), pp,35-36 .
29 Ibid., p. 18 ff.
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Such revisions would be directed toward greaterequit y
as among persons at different income levels. Such revisions would also ease the task of adtieving greate r
equity as among pe :sons at the same or similar income
hods. Many --I the present tax differentials — the muc h
discussed but poorly defined -loopholes" —are the re suit of attempts to soften the impact of the present ra gs
in particular cases as distinguished from all taxpayers If tax rates were art, the practical significance of provisions favoring a limited group of persons -would be
reduced .
2. The Rafe Strucdre need Ec000nirc Effects.
of dw Income Tax
Steeply progressive tax rates are to be condemne d
not only on grounds of equity- The economic effects
harm the whole country, not merely the upper incom e
_croups- Marginal rates that leave a taxpayer as littl e
as nine cuts of an additional dollar of income obviously curtail, sometimes virtually destroy, the scope fer the
=0821 OpWAM Of monetary incentives in guiding
economic activity- At high income levels efforts to re duce taxes exert an important, often a major, infi wnce :
Prosperous individuals, of course, respond to nonpectimary-iocentives- Effort and skill harc not dsappearedUnfornmately, however, too much to"itrality effor t
and high skill are directed toward reducing ta ;: rather
than toward producing efficiently. This is sh= economic loss . ?his is loss, however, which is nn: obviou s
to the public. It is certainly not measunble.-Ilm is society not foolish to create powafui incentives for it s
highest executives, artists, professional men and women ,
to put their efforts into cutting taxes? Or into activitie s
which are second best in teams of serving the public
but better for the person because of tax advantages?
Capital accumulation suffers under a tax system whic h
discriminates heavily against upper income groups . Unquestionably, the self-financing of small businesses i s
*Wade more difficult . The great :majority of small, an d
not so small, companies rely upon one or a few peopl e
for equity capital . When the business is successful, how ever, taxes take much of what might be available for
financing growth . This result is especially probable whe n
the businesses are not incorporated and earnings are sub ject to progressive rates.
High and progressive tax rates, moreover, increase
the riskiness of investing in business . The greater the
success of the venture, the more of the earnings which
are taken away in taxes . Business, however, is risky . The
kinds of new undertaking,, which do most to change, and
to advance living standards, involve much risk . The
chances of loss are great. And there is no negative income
tax offering progressively larger payments from the
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i reasury as a company's loss grows prog rvwivelp larrr
True, the businessman or investor in a business who los ._
does receive some opportunity to offset losses agains t
past profit, if any, and against other income, if any- Ye t
the bracket affected will almost always be lower than tha t
in which high profits are taxed. Consequently, there is a
one-sidedness about the tax effects of prolgressive rates
on risk taking.
High tax rates inSueve the pattern of personal investment- Remarkable shifts in the rofume and sources
of income of the upper income groups over the past 40
years are undoubtedly attributable in substantial par t
to the characteristics of the Federal tax system . No on e
can be precisely certain about the effects of the nmumerabk tax-induced alterations in investment. Nevertbeless, the allocation of capital can hardly be as productive
as if innvament decisions were governed bg basic economic factors alone. The whole public is a loser what
capital is put into less productive mvestmrnts for tax
rraso~
3. Revenue Effects of Rafe Revision
An obviously important consideration in rate revision is the effect on revenue. Estimates of the revenue
effects of proposed rate changes at- based upon a distribution of taxable income b3 taxable income bracket s
— one which shows how much income is subject to
each tax rate. Such a distribution appears in Table 8.
It shows the 2mount of income subject to each rate in
the structure t Column 3), the tax yield from the basic
20% rate (Column 4), the tax yield from rates
above 20% (Column 5), and the total amount of tax
from each bracket (Column 6).
The figures tell an important story about the revenu e
effects of the rate structure. "Attu if the first bracket
rate of 20% alone were applied to all taxable income,
the total revenue would amount, at 1962 income levels ,
to $433 billion or 851c of the total revenue under existing rates . The excess of all rates above 20% ac counted for only 15% on the yield of the individua l
income tax.
This table may also be used to show the revenue effect of cutting off the present rate schedule at a maximum of say 50% . If the present rate schedule were
changed it this respect only — so that all rates in the
present structure were maintained except for thole: above
50%, all of which would be reduced to that level — th e
revenue loss would amount to about $866 million .: 1
Such calculations assume that there would be no
change in the amount of taxable income reported i n
each bracket as a result of the change in rates . This
:! 'This figure is obtained by taking 50% of the total taxabl e
income for brackets above $18 .000 ( .50 x $5.791 million =
$2 .896 million), and subtracting it from the existing tax o n
income in these brackets ($3,762 million) .

Estimated Taxable Income and Ta x
Distributed by Taxable Income Brackets
(Based ell estiim , I 1 1962 1
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(a) Tsaahie

assumption, however, is unrealistic, especially for th e
high income brackets . The historical record reveals tha t
substantial changes in reported income have accompanied changes in tax rates . These changes in reported
income have generally been in the direction opposite
to that of the changes in tax rates
Over the long term the lack of growth, and even a t
times the decline, in taxable income subject to the high est bracket rates has been remarkable . Thus in 191 6
total taxable income (then called "surtax income) i n
excess of $100,000 per reti.rn amounted to $1,14322 million . In 1960 taxable income in excess of $100,000 per
=Tax Foundation. Are Ifish Surtax Rates Worthwhile?.
ect Note No. 41 (New York : The Foundation, 1957) .
Ibid., P. 28 -

Proj-

return ($200,000 for joint returns) was only S434 million . If rates were cut, substantial amounts of incom e
might eventually "come out of hiding" — from taxsheltered investmentsA revision of rates and brackets that encompasse d
the whole structure could obviously involve substantia l
revenue, as shown in a recent Tax Foundation study
which examined alternatives?' One rate structure with
a schedule of rates beginning at 18 1% and rising to 78 %
would have involved a revenue loss of about $4 billion
at 1957 levels of income. Another set of rates beginning
at 181c and rising to 64 11,-c would have meant a revenu e
loss of about $4 .5 billion .
=+ Tax Foundation,

The Federal Individual Income Tax . Retif-

hke the Rate and Bracket Structure

tion,1959).

(New York : The Founda27
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the original plan would generally have been less tha n
$1,000 a year for a retired coo*- Since Wand War II ,
however, coverage has eVanded greatly, the benefit par
meats hart wretched, a .vd there has been an increase i n
the proportion of OASDI benefitdanes, who are subjec t
to the income tax.
The broader problem of the economic position cf th e
aged arises in coisidmog the taxation of social i0Wauoe benefits_ The long-standing pcinPil l, of the lair
has been to acdude from gross income the part of a
pension benefit which has owe been treated as a par t
of gross income, while including the rest. The principl e
seems seaaibie. The general income status of older people has improved significantly over the bears . Inflation,
howeevrr, has eaten away at the purchasing power of pas t
s- S — and most of those in the upper age groups arc
hard-pressed for enough dollars to maintain a livin g
standard of modest comfort Some are in unquestioned
need.
The increase in income tax eovetage, aleng with infiation and other changes in the circumstances of retired
persons, led in the post-rear period to numerous situations in which retired persons in similar inc—me
: situations
wetie subject to very aiffereit tax liabilities . Relath,*
large tarn consequences depended on the form of curren t
income and also on the method by which the pensione r
acquired his rights .= The retirement income credit was
introduced to Delp mat some of the problems . It gives
retired persons Irving on private pensions and other
forms of 'kticeenent mcoite" (almost all pension and
investment income), a tax status approximately equal to
that of persons with social security benefits .
Sine the recipient of unemployment benefits ha s
paid no part of the cost, all receipts would seem logically treated as part of gross income . If they fall above
exemptions and deductions, they presumably represent
taxpaying capacity essentially on a par with wages . Similar arguments apply to other transfer paymatts such a s
_vcwrats7 benefits and military pensions The total of social insurance benefits — now abou t
twice as much as dividends from corporation — will
reach much larger amounts within a few years. Both :he
Treasurv's revenue and the differences in the taxatio n
of individuals, especially the contrast between thos e
working and those retired, will grow more significant.
ii. IMPUTED INCOME, UNREALIZED GAINS AND LossEs,
AND INCOME iN KIND . The U. S. income tax follows the
general practice of including only realized amounts — as
a if the pension was provided exclusively by an employer an d
the employee had paid no tax whatever on the payments into
the pension fund, then all of the pension is included in his gross
income. If the employee contributed part of the coat, those con tributiotis were a part of his taxable income at that time• a pro portionate part of the pension is excluded as it is received . If he
was a self-employed person, he paid full tax an all the income
that watt into a pension fund or annuity; _! of his benefits ,
except a portion assumed to represent the interest element, i s
excited. -

to both receipts aid t*..ptllStS — in the tax base" With
a few exceptions no effort is made to tax what may b e
called imputed incoiie or income in kind .
One argument for the exclusion of such items is tha t
since takes mist be paid in cash, the taxation of non cash income would at times distort a taxpayer's financia l
position . Another argument is the fad that the uses t o
which imputed and unrealized income can be put are i n
the mtuioe of the case limited as compared with mone y
income. Moreover, a weighty practical obstacle woul d
be the difficulty of getting agreement on bole mach vari- ous non-money benefits we worth in dollars .
The rental value of owner-occupied housing is pwbably the largest such item which has been proposed fo r
inclusion in gross income . The present treatmeit, it is
argued, dihcrimmates in favor of the home owner an d
against the renter. To try to include the rental value o f
an owner-occupied dudling would present difficult ad InWktrative and compliance problems . The possibility
of allowing rent as a deduction has been suggested as a
method of reemov ing present disaiminations- Here again ,
- however, formidable practical difficulties would arise
in deciding w1w portion of racial payments would b e
appropriateh deductibleThem are other benefits — "fringes" — not include d
m gross income o en though they arc sought, provided ,
and sen-c as real income . Group insurance, medical
services, lunch subsidies, and numerous other items ca n
be excluded entirely from gross mcotw. The largest
outlays, employers' contributions for pensions, whethe r
or not vested, we not included in the workers gross in come until he draws a pension . The postponement of
tax is worth a great deal in itself-. the "tax money° is
available to earn income, and the pL usion will probably
be taxed in lower brackets than wages, or not at all .
The fact that the employer can deduct what he spend s
for fringes but that the employee need not include the m
creates a big tax stimulus to this form of "compensation r For tax purposes the issue is nix whether fringe s
are -good things ." The issue is whether they represen t
income in c sense meaningful for the sharing of the cost s
of government. If so, what practical problems of administration and compliance would arise in trying to include them in gross income ?
In some respects the law may include as income what
is a reimbursement of expense . For example, payments
of moving expenses of a new employee have been hel d
to be taxable income. So are a variety of payments t o
employees abroad. The sweep of the law may be unfairl y
broad in such cases .
Attempts to include unrealized capital gains and losse s
in each year's computation of income would give rise to
well-nigh insuperable practical difficulties.
Depreciation in a sense presents an exception . Businesses may
dedoct estimated amounts as expenses without being required t o
prove how much was realized.
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INTEREST FROM STATE AND LOCAL BONDS . In-

terest from state and local government bonds is income.
but Congress has explicitly excluded it from taxation? '
The exemption of interest on Federal securities fro m
F&L-- l tax was removed for newly-issued bonds beginin 1942.
The present exemption aids state and local borrowin g
by reducing the rate of interest which must be paid . The
uterest rate benefit has declined in relative importance
in recent -cars .~= To sell more ate! more tax-cumpt
bonds as the amount outstanding has grown, states an d
localities have been forced to issue bonds at int-'res t
rates ,&-Brett appeal to investors for whom tax exemptio n
is worth much less than it is to the highest income goups.
Though the exclusion remains as a form of Federal aid
to state-local borrowing. it is inefficient in the sense that
the revenue loss to the Federal aovernment is distincd v
more than the interest saving enjoyed by the states and
localities . In many states municipal fonds may be sold
to finance facilities for private businesses_ Suds use i s
_widely held to be a misuse of tax exemptions.
any attempt to tax interest from bonds already out standing would violate an implirA a greement acid for
that reason cannot be justified_ As to future issues . howevm some trrangement more rational than the present
may be possible. The only realistic possibility would b e
a proposal which would preserve for states and localitie s
as much borrowing advantage as they have at presen t
while giving the purchasers of (newly issued) bonds n o
more advantage than the borrowing govemments receive. One proposal is to grant a Federal tax credit t o
buyers of future issues of state and local bonds sol d
without the present form of exemption . The cost to the
Treasury would be less than the present revenue loss .

Capital Gains and losses: Partially Excluded Items
In additior to receipts that are fully excluded fro m
"gross income," there are some that are only partially
subject to tax or are taxed at a lower rate than ordinar y
income. The most important are lo n g-term capital gains i. DIFFICILTY OF D9sTI\GuisHI\G CAPITAL GAINS

Capital is not income. Unfortunately, however, income and capital are sometime s

A%D LOSSES FROM iNCOME .

=t This exclusion mgrs the issue of the legal doctrine that Sov-

ernments enjoy reciprocal iram::nity from taxation. Before
.1937E the immunity- was believed to extend to :xlaries of government employets. i .e.. stares could not tax Federal employees o n
salaries . and the Federal income tax could not apply to the salaries of state and local employees . However, the Supreme Court
hoed in 1938 that each level of government could subject th e
employee of the other to taxation on the same basis as impose d
on the public generally. The Court has nct ruled on the eonttitutionality of non-di% riminatory Federal taxation of interes t
from stare-local bonds. but there is at least u very real possibilit y
that such taxation would be permitted as regards interest fro m
future issues .
s: Roland 1 . Robinson, Postwar Afarket for State and Local Government Securities, National Bureau of Fconomic Researc h
(Princeton : Princeton University Press, 1%0) .
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so closely related that reasonable wn will :tot agree on
where to dram the line between cnarga td;hich aze changes in capital — and presumably not income -- an d
those changes which are the fn:its of capiW and ihus
income. But when a change of the latter q pe is not sepamted from the source, when it L added to - the capital,
is it appropriately taxed on the same basis as dividend s
or interest or rent?
Some changes in apical values are esseetia:lr of the
same char ester as ordinary income . Depreciation . for
,example. is a decline in the worth of capital assets which
must be taken into account to determine income . Some
rises in capital value result from the plowing back o f
earnings and thereby represent the addition of incom e
to capital . This income, however, does differ from mos t
rectipts. It is not available for consumption ; by its addition to capital . it will generally increase productive
capacity. Owners of property have -.w)Mg 2mo1um of
opportunity to convert profit, rent, interest, and salary
into apical gain. Gains from the cale of capital asset s
may represent a wad= in ubich income from investments
is realized.
Capital gains and losses result from a wide variety o f
causes. not merely the plowing back of earnings- Exist
me assets also change in value because of inflation an d
deflation, because of the general process of economi c
growth, and because of changes its expectations of future net income from a particular piece of property A highly developed, capitalistic economy cannot ex port to find for tax or for other purposes clear and unambiguous distinctions between capital and income.
The inherent difficulties are compounded by others .
When income is produced by corporations which add
it .o capital witl: .,rt passing the earnings through th e
pockets of the owners, perplexing issues must arise in
deciding on when and how to tax the owners, if at ail .
Changing price levels and interest rates add me .-- .-omplications. Some capital gainm notably those in lan d
values due largely to population growth, have an element realistically termed "unearned "; this fact interjects an emotional element even where other types o f
capital changes are involved. How can --ccount be taken
of the differing practical opportunties of individuals to
convert into capital gains what would c : :terwisc clearly
be income? Certainly, of prime importance are the ver y
high rates of tax imposed on ordinary income in high
brackets ; such rates are condemned for slowing the accumulation of additional capital; they would strike eve n
more harshly at the foundations of the economy if the y
applied to capD tl generally .
Compromises arc essential . Because they arc contpromiscs they will seem defective by one - or another
criterion.
ii .

ISSUES INVOLVED IN TAXIIG THE i\COMF ELE CAPITAL GAINs. Even if it were clear what por-
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_vttal pin . Capital losses when realized may in genera l
- loss ma y
'be- deduacd from capital gains- Any additional
be deducted from ordinary income up to a maximum of
S I XIOU during the I.Var- any remaining losses which have
- not been deducted may be carried forward for five year s
-to offset kpinst capital gains, and against SLOOO a yea r
of other income . Gains and losses not realized before- ,
-death are not included in gross income-

tion of capital gains is income rather than capital, ther e
vrQ ild be convincing reasons against zpp*&)ing ordinar y
rates in full- For one thing. Be part of a realined
capital pin which is income may have accrued over a
long pedal at time- To tax it in A under a proTmssivt
stem rt Be rates of the year in which such gains are
realized, would impost a burden which could be much
higher than it At income had been taxed bit by bit fro m
year to year.

The sit nvondW demarcation line is arbitrarybutckknawrd)y
It is defended as I VUX Of segregating approximatel
CIF
-those pins which result from -in and out," speculati ve
trading in securities- Such gains create no problem o f
tune lumping in one year of gains which ha.c-ac rued-o ver a period of gars .

Soomidly, to tax income apps wring in the focal of capital gain as heavily as ordinary income would have ad verse cools on & economy. It would often discourage
the transfer of capital funds from one investment to
another_ By delaying sale, an owner can at Mot keep
what mould otIlwammi1sc be paid in tax earning income for
him- Moreover. by holding the asset until death, the
owner and his heirs can --A-ape income tax on capital
gain permantotly. Taxation of gains more heavily would
reduce the benefits which society obtains from a freely
operating capital market — a 71market t1rough which
hundreds of billions of capital funds flow annually Throwing a gigantic monkey wrench into the market
mechanism is not a may to speed economic growth- Some
students of the capital market believe that the presen t
rates on long-term capital gains have serious effects b y
`locking in- - capital funds in some investments- As a
result it is more difficult to get necessary capital fo r
other inve—
stment opportunitiesSubstantially heavier taxation of capital gains would
imply a cnroesponding, or at least a less restrictive, treatment of capital losses. To do so would reduce gwarnmental revenues in a period when stocks and other asset s
fall in price- Income tax revenues would become at leas t
a little more unstable than today .
Some capital pins; result from inflation . If they correspond with the change in the purchasing power of the
dollar, they represent no chan ge in real wealth. One may
ask . -A hat would happen to the economy if the owners
of capital assets, already denied adequate depreciation .
were forced Zo transfer-more property to government
because of inflation? "
iii- PFESE%T T.Ax TREATME%T . Prcscni law takes account of gains and losses only when they are realized ,
- usually by sale. Ordinarily, the owner therefore has substantial control because he can decide whether or no t
w realize.
The law distin guishes two kinds of gains. Those from
the sale of assets which have been held less than six
months are classed as short-term . They are included in
full in gross income and arc taxed at ordinary rates .
If the asset has been held six months or more, the gain
is long-term . Only 50% of net long-term capital gain s
arc included in gross income ; the half that is taxed i s
subject to a maximum rate of 50%, i .e., 251ro of the

The exclusion of SOS% of lope-term capital gains is .a
although crude- method of limiting, the taxation of gains which have built up over what may hav e
been a lope period. Heavier 1--xation of such gains woul d
doubtless exert an unduly distorting ir»Iuence on the sal e
Of assets and on investment decisions in general- Present
treatment- however, does limit the lax paid to a maxi-mum rate of 25% . And some of the pips can reasonably be said to bear a very close rminbl -ance to dividends, interest, or other income.
PrAC&21.

Y

The criticism just implied results not so much fro m
-the ceiling cut of 25 c as from the classification as capital gain of what, more fundamentally . is ordinary in . Congress has extended capital gains treatment t o
come
situations which have little of the true element of capita l
-gain. except perhaps in the eyes of the beneficiaries- A
1962 chaRp% how&cvtcar . reduced substantially the possibilities of converting income earned f-- machinery int o
-capital gain (by rapid depreciation and then save) .
What may seem an unreasonable restriction on th e
deductibility of losses is the result in part of the fact tha t
the taxpayer ordinarily controls realizadion- Nevertheless . an economy that wants the kind of risk-taking whic h
seems necessary for rapid economic growth might wel l
find that allowing more generous tax treatment of capital losses would encourage pioneering.
iV_ PROPOSALS FOR CHANCE . Numerous proposals
have been made for revision of the taxation of capital
gains and losses. At one extreme is a proposal to tax
capital gains in full at ordinary rates but with an aver aging provision to prevent undue burdens on gains accrued over long periods- Such a treatment of capital
gains would discourage the mobility of capital,'" while
distorting capital movements which do take place, e.g . ,

'13 An cxtctv%ivc study of he

possible effects of full taxation of
capital gains is that by Wilbur A . Steger . He concluded that such
a revision would have undesirable economic repercussions o n
fluctuations in national income and even on the general level o f
income. " Economic Consequences of Substantial Changes in th e
Method of Taxing Capital Gains and Losses," U . S . Congress.
House of Repr omentatives. Committee on Ways and Means, sax
Revision Compendium, No%rembcr, 1959. Vol . 2, pp. 1261 41 283 .
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. simulation of the realization of losses . The practical _
-problems of averaging would be substantial.

=

Other writers have proposed a sharp reduction in the
present tax on capital gains_ The arpLment in some cases
°rests on the belief that capital gains and losses have little
or no income element_ In other cases the arguments advarced are that risk-taking would be encouraged, that
=
of capital would be increased
.-And that capital
rrorrid
accumulate
more;
npidl
_
_.
' another proposes! is to exempt from tax those capital
gains which are p romptly (within, say, 30 or 60 days)
_ _reinvested in other assets. This would correspond to the
present roll-over" treatment for capital gains -on sale
_ of residences; gain which is used to purchase another
- home within I8 months is not taxable. A similar treatmeet for gains out other assets would go far to eliminate
t" any aodversic :.Hects of taxation on capital markets . =

The pe.manent avoidance of capital gains tax on gains
-unrealized at death would be ended by a proposal to
treat transfer at death as realization . Another possibility
would be to have the heir assume the decedent's basis .
Either change would reduce objections to the liberalization of other features, such as loss o>ffse : - ; owners of
assets with gains would then hair less reason to hold =
them till death_ Hoaever, the problem of estate liquidity
- would be more difficult in more casts if a lar ger tax were
= due soon after death.

_

=

=

=

The types of property and transactions which olualify
for capital ins treatment would be changed under some
- proposals. Stricter, more exacting requirements would ,
-of course, tend to broaden the tax base ; on the other
hand, extension of capital gains treatment to situations
not now qualifying would tend to reduce the tax base
while benefiting certain groups.3' 3. Personal Deductions

-

=

There have been numerous proposals for limiting the
deductions allowed under present law . These proposals
are aimed largely at "broadening the tax base" in order
to facilitate rate reduction . Arguments for res ►= icting
some deductions are also made on equity and t, ilicy
grounds. The arguments have varying dunces of merit .
Some of the changers proposed might themselves produce inequities .

The taxpayer may choose to itemize his deductions
or to take the "optional standard deduction ." The latter
permits the deduction of 10 :c of adjusted gross income
=
_ or $1,000, whichever is less. Personal deductions which
may be itemized consist largely of the following :
( I ) state and local taxes (except for "improvement"
taxes and charges) ;
ZI The effects on the tax base are not always clear, for the
amount of realization will depend somewhat upon the height
of the tax .
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(2) interest on indsbtedness (with certain exe_ep tions) ;
(3) contributions to charitable, religion, educationa!, and certain other types of nonprofit organzations (limited in general to 20% of =adjusted
boas income) ;
: (4) medical expenses to the extent that these excee d
=
3% of adjusted gross income (plus cost of drugs - _ . = t-i the extent that they exceed 1% of adjusted
Zross income ) up to a maximum of $10,000 on
x single return, or $20,0
.10 «t a joint return ;
_
(5) certain other specified items including alimony
paid, losses from fire, theft, etc-, and expenses o f
chili care for working mo,hem
=
Deductions for interest paid, taxes, and casualty losse s
-- : -were allowed under the Civil War Income Tax and under
the tax law of '1913:• Deductions for ehai.table con- tributions date from 191?_ In 1942 medical and denta l
expenses were added with limitations to exclude a nor mal amount of such expenses . A v2riety of other personal expenses-have-beat: added as permissible deducZtions.

_
-

Several purposes are evident_ One is to take accoun t
of certain expenses of earning income . A second is to
adjust for extraordinary and unavoidable expenses whic h
if added to the usual tax liability would cause unusua l
hardship_ A third purpose is to encourage certain kind s
of ext : _nditures or activities, such as contributions to
~ltgto.ts, educational, and charitable institutions.
Some deductions, however, mey seem harder to jus tify. Their existence is explained in part because the personal income tax is also a tax on the income of unincor porated businesses_ Expenses of operation must be atlowed as deductions . And there appears to be no feasibl e
way to segregate personal from business expenses wit h
enough accuracy to serve as a basis of taxation .
Do the deductions constitute erosion of the tax base ?
As shown by Table 9, deductions accounted in I960 fo r
over S44 billion of the difference between reported income and taxable income . This is a large sum both ab solutely and in relation to total reportable income. Yet
the percentage of deductions to adjusted gross incom e
has increased relatively little . Deductions amounted to
11 17c of adjusted gross income in 1946 and to 14% o f
adjusted gross income in 1960. This increase in th e
ratio of deductions to adjusted gross income is accounte d
for largely by two related developments : first, deduc-tions rise more rapidly than income ; second, a smalle r
portion of the population find the optional standard de duction advantageous ; when they itemize, they deduc t
more.
a- Harry Kahn, Personal Deductions in the Federal Income Tax ,

National Bureau of Economic Research (Princeton. Princeto n
University Press, 1960), Chapter 1 .
=
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Table 9
Relationship of Personal Income to Reported Adjusted ,
Gross Income and Taxable Income
Calendar Year 1960

-

eaatrst

nee.
Personal income a

-

-

$400-8

_

73.9
Less: Items of personal income not included in adjusted gross income
294
Transfer payments
11 .1
Old-age and survivors' insurance benefits
=
2 .8
Unemployment insurance benefits
Veterans benefits
` 4.5
Public assistance
' 32
- 4.1
Military pensions, etc
3.7 b
Other
11 .0
_
Other tabor income
Emptoyer contributions to private pension and welfare funds .
=&6
_
2.4
Otter
Imputed interest s
11.1
Imputed rent on o-+mer-occupied tomes
6.7
Otherd
` 15.7 b
Add- Items a: adjusted gross income not included in personal income
Employee contributions for social insurance
Net capital gains
=
Othere
Less: Income not reported on tax returnsf

Equals: Taxable income of ind -rriduals

_
`

_
-

2&7 b

-

Deductions and exemptions on taxable returns
Standard deductions (estimated)
Itemized deductions
Personal exemptions

_

173
&5
- _ 5.3
3.5b

Equals: Adjusted gross income reported on tax returns

Less: Adjusted gross income on nontaxable returns

=

315.5
18.3
125.E _
_ 11 .6 b
32.8
81 .2
_

_

_-_-

171 .5

_

(a) Personal income as shown in the nations ; income accounts.
(b) Estimated by Tax Foundation.
(c) About half of this item refieete services furnished without payment by financial intermediaries except insurance companies .
(d) includes food and fuel consumed on farms, excludable dividends and sick pay, tax-exempt interest, undistributed fiduciary income, accrued
interest on savings bonds, etc. Actual value of these item in 1959 was $12.7 billion.
(e) Miscellaneous reported income, annuities . and pensions.
(f) Includes income of persons not required to file, income disclosed by audit, income of tax evaders, estimating errors in persorul income, etc.
Source : Department of Commerce . Survey of Current Business, July 1962; and Treasury Department, Statistics of Income, 1960 . except as noted .
Space does not permit analysis of the arguments for
and against each type of deduction :"' Interest and state
and local tares paid must be deductible when they are
business expenses . To allow them in such cases requires
that in practice they be allowed in many personal situa:u; :among other things, there can he no discussion here of at -

leged abuses and of various -angles :' Some of these cast dis credit on features which are essentially good.

-

tions. Deduction of state and local taxes is an important
factor in reducing potential contliet between the Federa l
government and states and localities .
Medical expenses in most cases arc "normal, " bu t
those which are extraordinary in size do present a spe elal problem . They make heavy, insistent demands on
the family budget . Families, suffering unusual illness-i n
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a particular _rear may reasonably be- said to have less
taxpaying ability as a result-

t1 sharp cut-bark in allowable deductions would . of
course, be accompanied by shifts in the distribution of
the tax burden . It would have its greatest effects on those
who now itemize deductions . Thus Table tU shows that
= for nontaxable returns with itemized tled;tctions, total
-' deductions amounted in 1960 to about W-c of adjustcd gross iitco*mc as compared with - an _ average of
_ 19Sr for all taxable returns-

-

Evcry taxpayer would probably be willing to agree
that one or more of the myriatt aspects of the deductio n
s stem could well be exchanged for a reduction in tax
i.= rates. It is even more probable that on concrete issues
there would be strikingly more diversity than kereement .
Individual situations differ. The systent of deductions
exL-ts to take account of just such differences . Any
broadside attack on deductions runs the risk of d-strov in_ strengths, as well as corrcr :itt weal n
, of the
_=
s start_

4_ Personal Exemption s
The effects on different tax payers of a substantial
`- thane in the present system of tfcdtictions, although acThe hi tort' of personal exemptions shows notable
companied by a cut in tax rau-_ . would be very uneven . - changes in the purpose they are intended to serve. Unti l
= An addition of some S25 bil 7 ion to the tax base would
A% orld War 11 the major purpose steins to have been th e
_
make possible an avcrage t _•it : - ion ~tf approximately
exemption from tax of enough income to pay for at leas t
12% in tax raid (not 12 percentage points) . The effects
a minimum level of living_ !Wartime demands for rev=of altering the deduction s}stem would not he confined
_ critic, however, resulted in a shag reduction in th_ cx to taxpayers- State and lacal governments, philanthropic
_emp:ion while the cost of living was rising . The number
=
and other institutions which dep:rd on contributions- - " of taxable returns rose from 4 million in 1939 to 4 3
would bc .'affected,_though to what_OL cat is not clear
- -million=in 1945. 'The coverage of- taxable- !efurns %%-as

-

_

=

-

_

Table 1 0

itemized Deductions and Exemptions i n
Relation to Adjusted Gross Incom e
by Adjusted Gross Income Class, 1960= < _ _
_

_"

-

_

==

(Returns with itemized deductions )
Deduction:

_

Adjust N tress
iwcome class
iu msands)

=
-

_

-

-

-

ce. ..dbotions

interest

Taxes

Medical
and dental
expenses

Eeemptieas

5.5
5 .3
4 .2
3.3
3.2
3 .4
4.2
-8 .8
3.6

1 .4
2.7
4 .3
5.4
4 .4
2 .6
-2.6
2.8
4.5

_-5.9
6.1
5.8
5.8
5 .6
- 5 .5
5 .4
5.4
5.7

- 4.9
E7
` 4.6
2.7
1 .8
1.3
`- _9
.4
2.5

3.1
3.4
2.8
== 2.3
2 .0
2.0
- :_2
_ .4
-- 3.0
2.3

67. 3
_ 43.2
39.4
31.5
17. 5
8.0
3.4
- 1 .1
25.0

-` 70 .8
- --44 .7
45.8

X9 .2
- .-6.2
6.7

10.0
6.6
- . .10.3

19.3
10 .9
8 .4

'25.3
__16.7
12.8

7.0
'4.3
`-7.7

- 13. 2
- _-7.8
6.4

All nontaxable returns

` 46.0

6.6

-8.9

All returns wit h
itemized deductions

19.5

3 .7

4.6

Nontaxable returns_
Under $!
$1-under 3
3 and over

_

r

21 .8
24 .!
-.:31 .7
- 19.5
- 17.1
15 .0
- -15.5
20 .5
18 .7

14.55.8

_ 2.9

Source: Basic data from Treasury Department . sstistics of income . computations by T:x Foundation .
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percent K adjusted dress income

_=

Taxable returns:
s .6-under S = 1
1-.nder
3
3-tinder
5
5 under
10
10-under
20
20-under
50
50-under 100
.= 100 and over
All tzxable returns

_

-

Total
deductions

7. 1
2 .4

26 .4

=- - -

-

-

-

=

1

_

extended—from 5 co to about 75 5c of -the ,total population, including 6.-pendents? 7
_
MUM amount
The amount which is exempted today, S600, will
hardly pay for even a -survival" level of living for a
single person. A family of five would have difficulty living on 53,000 . The decline in dollar amounts of the exemption and in purchasing power is shown in Table 11 .
For the single person, today's exemption will buy less
than one-fenrth as much as in 1929- Would it not see m
onilr reasonable, then, tc raise the amount? One argument against doing so is that with a substantially higher
_ standard of living than before World War 11, and a
-` much higher level of government expenditures, every
income earner should make some direct contribution to
government through the individual income tax . The
major mason, however, is somewhat different . Unless
governmental expenditures can be reduced significantly,
the steed for revenue_ will be too great to permit a rise in
the exemption.

_

Table 1 1
-

The major effect of exemptions today is not so muc h
to free a minimum level of living from tax as to make
allowance for differences in family size . (Even the purpose of administrative simplicity — to avoid the processing of large numbers of small income returns -- ha s
fallen into the background with the almost universa l
coverage of the tax and the rapid development of autos? Lawrence R . Seltzer, "The Place of the Personal Exemptions
in the Prese~st-Day Incom_y-Tax ;' Tax -Revision Compendium,
`Vol . 1, p . 493 .

-

_

Revenue Ellett of Increase
The decisive revenue leverage results from the fact
that any change in exemptions applies to every taxpayer
— and under the present per capita system to every one
of his dependents . Moreover, the reduction in the tax
base comes out of erch taxpayer's highest bracket . An
increase of only S100 in per capita exemptions would reduce tax revenues by about $3 billion . This woul d
equal a cut of over 6% in all tax rates . About 4 or 5 Z
million taxpayers would be freed from income tax entinily. Any increase which is large enough to help signifiicantiy those persons with lowest incomes will re duce total revenue very substantially . And most of the
revenue loss would result from reductions in the tax of
1 those with incomes above the new and higher exemp lion. `
_
In 1960 about three-fifths of all income taxpayers
were subject to only the first bracket rate of 20% . Although the jump in the tax rate from zero to 20%, seems
large, the personal exemption makes for considerable
progression . Splitting the first bracket and cutting the
lowest rate to 10%, would cost about $8 billion i n
revenue.
Purpose of the Exemption under Present Conditions

Federal Personal Income Tax Exemption s
in Current and Constant 1962 Dollar s
Selected Years, 1929-196 2
Tow

Sind* P_

=
1 929

-

1939
1944
1. 962

Maukd ear/1e

1929
1939
2944
1962
1929
1939
1944
1962

$2,64 0
2,170
860
600

$1 .500
1,000
500
600

=

dollars

d*MM

_

U'rkd ems

=

_ $0160
5.440
1,720
1,200

UM
2.500
1,000
1,200
$4,300
3,300
2'000
2,400

•_

$7,570
7,170
3.430
2.400

_

source: c«nouted by Tax Foundation from data pubrsbed by Tmasmy Departn"t and neeartment of Later.

matic methods of processing returns .) Another elemen t
of the tax system — the split income provision — als o
takes account of family position . For the upper, and
high-middle, income groups it is much more significan t
than any possible change in exemptions .
The consideration of exemptions should be part of i
complete examination of the treatment of varying tam ily positions, including the split income provision. The
introduction of the latter removed one big inequity — th e
different treatment of persons in community-property and
non-communit;-property states . Yet it also led to differcnces between the taxes on single persons and mar ried couples which may be too great by some standards .-',"
`Personal Tax Credit to Serve the Purposes of Exemption
One change sometimes suggested would be to abandon the present type of exemption and replace it wit h
a tax credit of the type used by a few states . The credit
'N The most important differences are probably those in the
$15,000 to $100,000 income range where the contrasts in mar ginal rates can be very striking . In 1960 some 1 .5 million marcouples . and 107,000 single persons, had adjusted gross in comes in this range . The latter paid an average tax of $7,800 o n
average taxable income of $21,000 . The married couples had
average taxable income of $19,500 and paid average tax of
$5 .600 . How many single individuals suffered substantial dis crimination? No one can answer fir certain, but the numbe r
discriminated against seriously will hardly be a big fraction o f
the 107,000 individuals in the group .

-
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would be a fixed amount per person . It would not, a s
does the present system of exemptions, give a tax-savin g
benefit which varies with the marginal rate to which th e
taxpayer is subject. A proposal of this sort would involve a large departure from customary Federal practice .
A credit system has at least one serious disadvantage.

The danger of political irresponsibilty is real : Millions
of families can be given what to them is a large or complete reduction in tax without impossible cost to th e
Treasury. The opportunity for abuse is so great tha t
institution of such a credit is a more serious potentia l
threat to fiscal responsibility than is likely to be recognized .

C. TA K CREDITS
The major credits under the personal income tax are
the credit for foreign taxes, the dividend credit, and th e
retirennent income credit, which has already been noted _
(The amounts involved on 1960 incomes were $26 mulion, S304 million, and 5113 million, respectively. )
1. FoREtG% Tax CREDIT. The foreign tax credit gives
rise to no serious controversy under the individual in come tax . A person may credit against his U . S. tax the
foreign income taxes paid on the income from abroa d
which is subject to U. S . tax. This credit prevents twofold taxation of the same income.
. ii . DIVIDEND CREDIT- The dividend credit, however,
does arouse controversy_ In 1954 Congress provide d
for the annual exclusion from gross income of the firs t
S50 of dividends received by each individual . It also
provided that 4% of dividends in excess of S50 coul d
be credited against the tax otherwise due . This credi t
came after a period of 18 years during which dividend s
received by individuals were taxed in the same way a s
other income, even though the corporation had already
been taxed or the earnings from which the dividend s
were paid. Prior to 1936 dividends had been exempt fro m
the normal tax, which was generally small, but subjec t
to the surtax portion of individual income tax . One purpose of the dividend credit is to solve, to som e
extent, the problem of the twofold, or double, taxatio n
of income as it goes through corporations to stockholders . If the corporation income tax burden falls in whol e
or in part on the stockholder, then the same income i s
subject to both corporation and individual income tax .
There can be no assurance about how much of the ta x
on corporation earnings is in effect passed on to consumers, over the long run, and the amount which rest s
on the corporatium (its owners) :-'' However, much of the
tax on corporation earnings must be assumed to rest o n
stockholders .
The general corporation tax rate is 52%, and the individual rates range from 20% to 91 % . In an extreme
case, therefore, as little as 4 cents out of a dollar of corporation earnings will be left to the owner out of in'!, Analysis of the shifting and incidcnce of the tax on corporation earnings cannot be attempted here . See Section IV .
"'After the corporate tax at 52%. a 9117r, tax on 48 cents paid
out in dividends would leave only 4 cents on the dollar.
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come subject to both of these taxes 0 In the vast majority of cases, the two taxes combined are by no means so
crushing. Nevertheless, they are heavier than the taxes
on wages, rents, and other forms of income received b y
the same persons . Relief of such a high burden is required to meet basic considerations of equity .

_

The credit was intended to do more than make th e
tax system less ire suitable . The credit, it was believed ,
would also aid corporations in raising new risk capital _
It reduces somewhat the big tax-created advantage o f
debt over stock (t quity) financing . The advantage results from the fact that interest is a deductible expense
while re : ards to equity capital, dividends, are not considered as costs. The dividend credit, however, gives th e
stockholder an offset which, small as it may seem, make s
investment in- equity securities more attractive tha n
otherwise.
In proposing the dividend credit in 1954, the Com mittec on Ways and Means offered various reasons for
preferring it to other possible forms of relief from doubl e
taxation . Allowing dividends as a deduction to corporations would in effect make the corporation tax a levy
on undistributed profits ; such a tax, it was feared, would
have disturbing effects on investment and economic activity. Adoption of the British system — allowing the
taxpayer to "gross up" his dividends reported by the
amount of the corner:~te tax on his dividends, and the n
to take this corporate tax paid as a credit against th e
individual tax otherwise due — was rejected. The chief
reason given was that it is too complicated, but there wa s
also some belief — poorly grounded at best .— that a !ax
on corporations as such is justified by privileges .given
under law to this form of business.
The credit is out in the open, to be seen and taken
into accoun! by stockholders . It gives no relief where
there is no double tax, e.g ., to stockholders such as exempt pension funds and non-profit organizations . For
persons receiving a substantial part of their incomes i n
dividends, the 4% tax credit provides a much larger percentagc reduction in the tax otherwise due at low income levels than at high .
The controversy over the dividend credit arises not s o
much over the need to reduce the multiple taxation o f
dividends . The debate; is over which method is most ap-
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